Carrying
Type

Modifying
Agitator

Stirring
Type

Assumption:
1) That the mixing of the coals
and new fuel is important for
efficient pyrolysis.
2) That the stirring of the fuel
mitigates the packing of straw
fuel.

Speed of
rotation

Cast Iron
More field
testing needed.
Insufficient
experience or
research to
suggest any
superiority.

Refractory

Heavy
Railroad
Steel
Rejected

Stainless
Steel
Expensive and
not durable

Maintaining Just
Enough Chamber
Vacuum to Prevent
Smoke Entering Room

Increasing
Pyrolysis
Capacity
Observed Problem:
As increasing amounts of straw is
forced into the pyrolysis chamber
the straw compacts. This:
1) Blocks airflow and air distribution, effectively limiting pyrolysis
capacity.
2) The compaction is not even, so
the available air takes the course
of least resistance, resulting in uneven temperature and silica
deposition.

Modifying
Airflow
Assumption:
1) That a well distributed air flow
is important to good pryrolysis.
2) That in spite of the
non-controlled air coming in with
the fuel, air flow can be controlled
with good design.

Experience:
1) At Arborg has not worked and
is not the current operating
paradigm.
2) Has not worked well at Hill
Country, although it is the current
operating paradigm.

Maintain ~2"WC

Rational:
1) Minimizes the effect of
uncontrolled air entering with
fuel, through ash auger and
system cracks.
2) Minimizes the velocity of
flue gases, thereby reducing
fly carbon and ash.
3) Maximizes the ability to
contol pyrollysis airflow with
primary chamber blower.

Assumption:
1) That modifying the agitator and
air flow will not sufficiently affect
straw compaction to satisfy
capacity needs..
2) That re-design of payrollysis
chamber will also ease
performance pressure on agitator
and prolong agitator life..
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Rational:
Air in the amounts
needed can come up
through the pebbles.

Currently operative at
Arborg.

Straw Enters
Chamber
thorugh
Vertical
Auger in
Centre

Air injection
around
perifery
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Bottom tubes
inject air into
cavity filled with
pebbles.

Rejected

Idea 1
Rational:
1) Current design does
not contribute to maintenence of a "fluffy" fuel
mass that allows free
passage combustion air.

Rational:
Are easily cleaned of
silica by poking from
the bottom.

Currently operative at Hill
Country??
Easily plug with ash and
then don't function until
they are cleaned.

Rational:
Not supported by
rational.

Experience:
1) This is what is working at
Arborg.
2) Primary chamber blower is not
being used at all.

Modifying
Chamber
Design

Air Injection
through open 1"
tubes through
bottom

Idea 2
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Results in high temperatures
around outside which results
in silca deposition.
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Rational:
Keeps combustion off grate
contributing to increased
grate life.
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